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149 Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada Slide Collection

Summary information

Repository:

Title: Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada Slide
Collection

ID: 149

Accession number
[alternative]:

2019-09

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Physical description: 48 photographs : glass lantern slides ; 8 x 8 cm
2 photographs : col. negatives

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

The Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) was created in September 1902
by the General Synod. The MSCC formed by combining the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society,
the Canadian Church Missionary Society, and the Woman’s Auxiliary. Its aim was to include all
members of the Church into domestic and foreign missions. Internationally, it sponsored missions in
Japan, China, India, Palestine, and Egypt. In Canada, the MSCC participated in assisting missionary
dioceses, the Columbia Coast Mission, Church Camp Missions, Jewish Missions, Japanese Missions,
Immigration chaplaincies, and Residential Schools, as well as working with First Nations and Inuit
and with immigrants and settlers. The MSCC ceased operations in the late 1960s, although its Board of
Management still produces financial statements related with ongoing MSCC legacies and trusts.

Custodial history

Collection was in the possession of Dr. W. A. Geoffrey Voss and Mrs. Carole Jane Voss until 2019, when
they donated it to the Museum of Anthropology Archives

Scope and content

Collection consists of 48 glass lantern slides (29 of them tinted) and 2 negatives. The lantern slides
include images related to four Residential Schools: Elkhorn (Manitoba), St. Michael’s (British Columbia),
Shingwauk (Ontario), and Choutla (Yukon).
Collection includes images of the schools, classrooms, and different areas of the buildings (dining room,
kitchen, etc.); the staff, students, and families engaged in different activities; and surroundings of the
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schools (cemeteries, churches, villages, etc.). Collection also includes images of landscapes and two
images unidentified villages.
Collection might be similar to the Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada fonds, at the
Anglican Church of Canada Diocese of Rupert's Land, Manitoba.
Lantern slides shows were used during the 1920s and 1930s by the Church of England in Canada to
promote the work of their missionaries and to raise funds. The slide shows took place during missionaries’
services, church services, Sunday school groups, and special church programs. Usually, the slide shows
were complemented with a text with basic commentary on the mission and content of the slides.

Notes

Title notes

Arrangement

Note by donors specifying a missing slide (number 19).

Other notes

• Publication status: published

Access points

• Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada
• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential schools (subject)
• First Nations (subject)
• Inuit (subject)
• Yukon (place)
• British Columbia (place)
• Manitoba (place)
• Ontario (place)

Collection holdings

Item: a060000 - Indigenous Man

Title: Indigenous Man

ID: a060000
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Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of an Indigenous man dressed up in ceremonial clothing.

Physical description: 1 photograph : glass lantern slide ; 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• First Nations (subject)

Item: a060001 - Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060001

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand tinted glass lantern slide of a building from afar. According to annotation, building was
Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada
Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in
1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems
led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the
administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came from northern
Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at
the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph : hand tinted glass lantern slide ; 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:
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• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060002 - Children in Class at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Children in Class at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060002

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a group of children in a classroom. Twenty nine children are visible,
four of them standing, the rest sitting down. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph
might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School
started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the
village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895.
Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but
reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many
students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060003 - Children in Class at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Children in Class at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060003

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is a glass lantern slide of a group of children in a classroom. Twenty six children are visible,
ten of them standing, the rest sitting down. The blackboard has what it seems to be linguistic and
mathematical lessons written on it. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph might
have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School started
as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of
Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing
financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in
1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came
from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of complaints about
the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060004 - Children in Class at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Children in Class at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060004

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a group of children in a classroom. The lesson seems to be on sewing
with nine older children and one teacher or supervisor. Based on the original order of the collection,
photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School
started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the
village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895.
Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but
reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many
students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
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complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060005 - Linen Closet at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Linen Closet at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060005

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a linen closet. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph
might have been taken at Elkhorn Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School started as
the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of
Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing
financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in
1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came
from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of complaints about
the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published
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Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060006 - Laundry Room at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Laundry Room at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060006

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a laundry room. Based on the original order of the collection,
photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School
started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the
village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895.
Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but
reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many
students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060007 - Kitchen Matron and Workers at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Kitchen Matron and Workers at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060007

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is a glass lantern slide of six people. One of them seems to be the kitchen matron with five of her
staff at one end of the kitchen at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. Item is a duplicated of item
no. 902, fonds 008 Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the
Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives.

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060008 - Bakery Matron and Workers at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Bakery Matron and Workers at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060008

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of three women in a bakery at Elkhorn Residential School. Two of the
women are holding baked goods and the third is pushing a cart with baked goods. Item is a duplicated
of item no. 04, fonds 301 The Provincial and Diocesan Synods of the Anglican Church of Canada
collection, from the Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives. The Elkhorn Residential
School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established
in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town
in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in
1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society.
Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1
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Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060009 - Dining Room Decorated for Christmas Celebrations at Elkhorn
Residential School

Title: Dining Room Decorated for Christmas Celebrations at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060009

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a room with Christmas decorations. Room seems to be the same as the
one described as the dining room at Elkhorn Residential School, item no. 897 fonds 008 Missionary
Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the Anglican Church of Canada
General Synod Archives. The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls
and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a
fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government
takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the
Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders
of The Pas Indian Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was
eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060010 - Girl Guides at Elkhorn Residential School
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Title: Girl Guides at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060010

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of ten girls dressed up with the Girl Guides' uniform.
According to annotation on the slide, photograph was taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential
School. The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota
Home for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school
was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the
school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s
Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian
Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in
1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060011 - Horse & Sleigh

Title: Horse & Sleigh

ID: a060011

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a sleigh with one person on top and two horses on the front.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:
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Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Horses (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060012 - Christmas Tree

Title: Christmas Tree

ID: a060012

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a Christmas tree with presents in the corner of a room with
decorations. There are two sitting children visible in the corner of the photograph.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060013 - Dispensary Cabinet at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Dispensary Cabinet at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060013

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is a glass lantern slide of a dispensary cabinet. Based on the original order of the collection,
photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. The Elkhorn
Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were
established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the
town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed
in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society.
Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060014 - Four Children at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Four Children at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060014

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of four children by the entrance of a building. Based on the original order
of the collection, photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School.
The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home
for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was
rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the
school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s
Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian
Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in
1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:
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Box 1

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060015 - Children in Winter Clothes at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Children in Winter Clothes at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060015

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of twenty one children in Winter clothes by a building. Based on
the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada)
Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the
Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the
school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover
of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican
Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas
Indian Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually
closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)
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Item: a060016 - Two Children at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Two Children at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060016

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of two children in a field. Based on the original order of the collection,
photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. The Elkhorn
Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were
established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the
town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed
in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society.
Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060017 - Walking Schoolgirls at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Walking Schoolgirls at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060017

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of approximately 40 children walking in line. Based on the original order
of the collection, photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School.
The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home
for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was
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rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the
school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s
Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian
Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in
1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060018 - Dormitory at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Dormitory at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060018

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a dormitory. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph
might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School
started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home for Boys were established in the
village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895.
Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the school. It was closed in 1918 but
reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s Missionary Society. Many
students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian Band made a number of
complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in 1949. (National Centre
for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:
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published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060019 - Tuberculosis Clinic at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Tuberculosis Clinic at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060019

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of approximately fifty people in front of a van. According
to annotations, photograph is of a Tuberculosis Clinic at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School.
The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home
for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was
rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the
school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s
Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian
Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in
1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060020 - Woman and Children

Title: Woman and Children

ID: a060020
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Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a woman, two children, and a dog in front of a house. Based on
the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada)
Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the
Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the
school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover
of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican
Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas
Indian Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually
closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060021 - Anglican Minister

Title: Anglican Minister

ID: a060021

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of a minister by the entrance of a church. Based on the original order
of the collection, photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada) Residential School.
The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the Kasota Home
for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the school was
rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover of the
school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican Church’s
Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas Indian
Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually closed in
1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm
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Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Missionaries (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)

Item: a060022 - Teenagers at Elkhorn Residential School

Title: Teenagers at Elkhorn Residential School

ID: a060022

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a glass lantern slide of six teenage girls dressed up with uniforms in front of a tree. Based
on the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken at Elkhorn (Washakada)
Residential School. The Elkhorn Residential School started as the Washakada Home for Girls and the
Kasota Home for Boys were established in the village of Elkhorn, MB in 1888. Following a fire, the
school was rebuilt outside the town in 1895. Ongoing financial problems led to a government takeover
of the school. It was closed in 1918 but reopened in 1923, under the administration of the Anglican
Church’s Missionary Society. Many students came from northern Manitoba. The leaders of The Pas
Indian Band made a number of complaints about the conditions at the school, which was eventually
closed in 1949. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Elkhorn (place)
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Item: a060023 - Waterfront View of Alert Bay

Title: Waterfront View of Alert Bay

ID: a060023

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a waterfront view of Alert Bay with Saint Michael's
Residential School. According to annotations, slide is set number 3063.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060024 - Children Playing at St. Michael's Residential School

Title: Children Playing at St. Michael's Residential School

ID: a060024

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of five children in playing attitude with the sea in the
background. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken in Alert
Bay and the children might have been students at St. Michael's Residential School. The Anglican
Church established a day school at its mission in Alert Bay, British Columbia in 1878. It opened a
small boarding school there in 1882 and an industrial school in 1894. In 1929, a new building was
constructed. The school was known for the arts and crafts produced by the students and the two large
totem poles in front of the school building. In 1947, two-dozen children ran away from the school. The
subsequent investigation into conditions at the school led to the resignation of both the principal and
the vice-principal. By 1969, when the federal government assumed administration of the school, all
residents were attending local schools. The residence closed in 1974. (National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation)
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Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060025 - Ravens and Robins With Shields Won in Intramural Competition at
St. Michael's Residential School

Title: Ravens and Robins With Shields Won in Intramural Competition at St. Michael's Residential
School

ID: a060025

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of twenty children and one adult holding house pennants with
the names "Robins" and "Ravens" and shields in front of a building. Item is a duplicated of item no.
S7-60, fonds 008 Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the
Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives. According to description from the Anglican
Church of Canada General Synod Archives, Ravens (senior girls) and Robins (junior girls) pose
with the shields won in intramural competition. The Anglican Church established a day school at its
mission in Alert Bay, British Columbia in 1878. It opened a small boarding school there in 1882 and
an industrial school in 1894. In 1929, a new building was constructed. The school was known for the
arts and crafts produced by the students and the two large totem poles in front of the school building.
In 1947, two-dozen children ran away from the school. The subsequent investigation into conditions
at the school led to the resignation of both the principal and the vice-principal. By 1969, when the
federal government assumed administration of the school, all residents were attending local schools.
The residence closed in 1974. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2
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Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060026 - Children in Costumes at St. Michael's Residential School

Title: Children in Costumes at St. Michael's Residential School

ID: a060026

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of nine children in costumes in front of a building. Based on
the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Children (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060027 - Waterfront View of Alert Bay

Title: Waterfront View of Alert Bay

ID: a060027

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a waterfront view of Alert Bay with Saint Michael's
Residential School and a rowboat with four people in it. The Anglican Church established a day
school at its mission in Alert Bay, British Columbia in 1878. It opened a small boarding school there
in 1882 and an industrial school in 1894. In 1929, a new building was constructed. The school was
known for the arts and crafts produced by the students and the two large totem poles in front of the
school building. In 1947, two-dozen children ran away from the school. The subsequent investigation
into conditions at the school led to the resignation of both the principal and the vice-principal. By
1969, when the federal government assumed administration of the school, all residents were attending
local schools. The residence closed in 1974. (National Centre for Truth and Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060028 - Waterfront View of Alert Bay

Title: Waterfront View of Alert Bay

ID: a060028

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a waterfront view of Alert Bay with Christ Church Anglican
church in the background and two boats in the foreground.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:
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• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Churches (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060029 - People in Front of a Church in Alert Bay

Title: People in Front of a Church in Alert Bay

ID: a060029

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of eight children and three adults in front of a church. Based
on the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken in Alert Bay and the church
might be Christ Church, Anglican church.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Churches (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060030 - Woman in Shawl in Alert Bay

Title: Woman in Shawl in Alert Bay

ID: a060030

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a woman in a shawl. According to annotations, photograph
was taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:
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Box 2

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060031 - Main Street in Alert Bay

Title: Main Street in Alert Bay

ID: a060031

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a street with five totems. According to annotations,
photograph was taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Totem PolesKwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060032 - Carver with Feast Dish in Alert Bay

Title: Carver with Feast Dish in Alert Bay

ID: a060032

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a carver with a feast dish in front of a house. There are five
children and one adult in the background. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph
might have been taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Totem Poles (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060033 - Burial Boxes in Alert Bay

Title: Burial Boxes in Alert Bay

ID: a060033

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a tree with a burial boxes. Item is similar to item no. 55,
fonds 008 Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the Anglican
Church of Canada General Synod Archives.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Restrictions on access:

Access restricted because of the presence of culturally sensitive content

Publication status:

published

Access points:
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• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Burial boxes (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060034 - Burial Ground in Alert Bay

Title: Burial Ground in Alert Bay

ID: a060034

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a totem in a burial ground. Based on the original order of
the collection, photograph might have been taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Restrictions on access:

Access restricted because of the presence of culturally sensitive content

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Cemeteries (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060035 - Totem Pole in Alert Bay

Title: Totem Pole in Alert Bay

ID: a060035

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:
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Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a totem with a building in the background and a boat in the
foreground with low tide. Based on the original order of the collection, photograph might have been
taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Totem Poles (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060036 - Totem Poles in Alert Bay

Title: Totem Poles in Alert Bay

ID: a060036

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of the inside of a building with two totems. Based on the
original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Totem Poles (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)
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Item: a060037 - Burial Ground in Alert Bay

Title: Burial Ground in Alert Bay

ID: a060037

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of an Indigenous burial site. Based on the original order of the
collection, photograph might have been taken in Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Restrictions on access:

Access restricted because of the presence of culturally sensitive content

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Cemeteries (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060038 - Waterfront Village

Title: Waterfront Village

ID: a060038

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a waterfront village. Based on the original order of the
collection, photograph might have been taken near Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:
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Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Villages (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060039 - Burial Ground in Alert Bay

Title: Burial Ground in Alert Bay

ID: a060039

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of an house and Indigenous burial site. Based on the original
order of the collection, photograph might have been taken near Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Restrictions on access:

Access restricted because of the presence of culturally sensitive content

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Cemeteries (subject)
• Kwakwaka'wakw (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060040 - People by the Shore

Title: People by the Shore

ID: a060040
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Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of twelve people by the shore with hunted animals. Based on
the original order of the collection, photograph might have been taken near Alert Bay.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Landscapes (subject)
• Alert Bay (place)

Item: a060041 - Shingwauk Residential School

Title: Shingwauk Residential School

ID: a060041

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a winter view of the main school building in Shingwauk
Residential School, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. The Shingwauk school opened in 1873 in Garden
River, ON, burning down within days of opening. It was replaced two years later with a school built
near Sault Ste. Marie. In 1931 the school was condemned. A new school opened in 1935, at which
time the school merged with the Wawanosh girls’ school. In the 1950s Shingwauk students began
attending local day schools. In 1969 the federal government took over the administration of the
school, closing it the following year. The former school is home to Algoma University College and the
Shingwauk Project Residential School Archive and Research Centre. (National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation). Item is a duplicated of item no. 1030, fonds 008 Missionary Society of the Church of
England in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives.

Physical description: 1 photograph: glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:
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published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Sault Ste. Marie (place)

Item: a060042 - Dead Horse Gulch on the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway

Title: Dead Horse Gulch on the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway

ID: a060042

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a landscape. According to annotations, photograph was
taken in Dead Horse Gulch on the White Pass & Yukon Route Railway, Alaska, along the "Trail of
'98"

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Alaska (place)

Item: a060043 - Choutla Residential School

Title: Choutla Residential School

ID: a060043

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of landscape with a the Choutla Residential School, Carcross,
Yukon. Item is a duplicated of item no. 875, fonds 008 Missionary Society of the Church of England
in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives. In 1903
students from the school at Forty Mile, Yukon, were moved to a small school in Carcross. In 1911
the federal government built the Choutla school. The school had a reputation for poor health, harsh
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discipline, poor food, and unpleasant living quarters. In the 1940s, the principal admitted to strapping
students so severely that they had to be held down. The school burned down in 1939 and was
rebuilt in 1944. A new school was built in 1953. It closed in 1969. (National Centre for Truth and
Reconciliation)

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Residential Schools (subject)
• Carcross (place)

Item: a060044 - Waterfront Village

Title: Waterfront Village

ID: a060044

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a waterfront village.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Villages (subject)
• Canada (place)

Item: a060045 - St. Saviour's Anglican Church in Carcross
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Title: St. Saviour's Anglican Church in Carcross

ID: a060045

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a church. Based on the rest of the collection and general
aspect, photograph might have been taken in Carcross, Yukon and the church might be the St.
Saviour's Anglican church. Item is similar to item no. P 166, fonds 365 Henry Hooper Marsh family
fonds, from the Anglican Church of Canada General Synod Archives.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 3

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Churches (subject)
• Carcross (place)

Item: a060046 - People at Bompas Grave in Carcross

Title: People at Bompas Grave in Carcross

ID: a060046

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of nineteen people (adults and children) taking flowers to a
grave. Based on the rest of the collection and general aspect, photograph might have been taken in
Carcross, Yukon and the grave might be of Bishop Bompas, first Bishop of Selkirk (later Yukon) who
died in 1906. Bishop Bompas founded the ChoutlaResidential School. Item is similar to item no. 620,
fonds 008 Missionary Society of the Church of England in Canada (MSCC) fonds, from the Anglican
Church of Canada General Synod Archives.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 4
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Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Cemeteries (subject)
• First Nations (subject)
• Carcross (place)

Item: a060047 - Winter Village

Title: Winter Village

ID: a060047

Date: ([192-] - [195-]) (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a hand-tinted glass lantern slide of a winter village with a church.

Physical description: 1 photograph: hand-tinted glass lantern slide 8 x 8 cm

Location of originals:

Box 4

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Villages (subject)
• Churches (subject)
• Canada (place)

Item: a060048 - People with Tipis

Title: People with Tipis

ID: a060048

Date: [195-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a negative of two people talking by several tipis
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Physical description: 1 photograph: col. negative 6.5 x 4.5 cm

Location of originals:

Box 4

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Tipis (subject)

Item: a060049 - Two People Plowing a Field in Village Island

Title: Two People Plowing a Field in Village Island

ID: a060049

Date: [195-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Item is a negative of two people plowing a field with a cow and bull, a house and an orchard in the
background. According to annotations, photograph was taken in Village Island

Physical description: 1 photograph: col. negative 4.5 x 5.5 cm

Location of originals:

Box 4

Publication status:

published

Access points:

• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Farming (subject)
• Village Island (place)
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